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From: Moody, Dustin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Chen, Lily; Liu, Yi-Kai; Jordan, Stephen P; Perlner, Ray; Peralta, Rene; Daniel C Smith (daniel-
c.smith@louisville.edu) (daniel-c.smith@louisville.edu)
Subject: Our Feb 2nd PQC meeting with Michael Groves
 
Everyone,
      Reminder - we are meeting on Feb. 2nd with Michael Groves, from the UK.  He will update us on ETSI's
work on PQC, and we will update him on our project.  I'm attaching two documents he has sent in advance.
 The first is a good summary of most of the potential candidates out there.  The second talks more about the
challenges in putting these into protocols like TLS, and IPSEC.  Note, these documents are for internal use only -
not to be shared.  Here is how Michael put it:
 
"Here are three documents for the meeting. The first is the completed visitors form. The others two are draft
Work Items from the ETSI ISG which I propose to talk through with you in more detail when I visit. Could you
note that these documents are still in preparation and are formally owned by ETSI. In particular you should not
show them to anyone outside your immediate NIST (and IAD) colleagues until the final versions are made public
sometime later this year."
 
Thanks, 
 
Dustin
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Introduction



This Work Item aims to provide an overview of a number of real-world uses cases for the deployment of quantum-safe cryptography. Specifically, we present some examples of where cryptography is widely deployed today and investigate which things may need change to migrate to quantum-safe cryptography.



General discussion



Cryptography is already widely used and is rapidly becoming ubiquitous, appearing in everything from widely-used internet and mobile applications to emerging technologies such as IoT. The wide range of applications is accompanied by a diversity of security, efficiency and policy requirements and a variety of different computing platforms ranging from highly constrained devices to high end computing; so it seems unlikely that there would be a single one-size fits all solution. We present some real-world use cases of where cryptography is deployed today and investigate how things may need change to migrate to quantum-safe cryptography.



In the sections below we give an overview of different technology areas, identify where the security and cryptography currently resides, and indicate how things might have to evolve or change to support quantum-safe cryptographic primitives. More detailed analysis of these examples may appear as separate work items.



Disclaimer: This draft survey document should not be treated as an official ETSI endorsement of any products or standards mentioned below. Nor is it our intention to prescribe how protocols defined and maintained by any other standards bodies should evolve. Our intention here is simply to provide some typical example use-cases for discussion.

Network security protocols (TLS)



Overview



Protocols such as IPsec, IKE, TLS, HTTP, SMTP and others are ubiquitous internet or application level protocols used to secure a host of modern communications applications including web browsing, e-mails, VPNs, VoIP, instant messaging, etc. Section 4 of the ETSI whitepaper [1] gives an overview of the sorts of changes that would need to be considered to incorporate quantum-safe primitives into common network protocols such as these.



Most of these protocols are defined and maintained by the IETF, W3C or similar groups and it is not in the remit of ETSI QSC ISG to decide how these protocols should evolve. However, given the ubiquitous nature of these protocols, we do need to have some understanding of the compatibility of any ETSI recommended primitives with the wider commercial infrastructure. 



The following sections focus on TLS as an important example of a real-world use case. We look at some specific proposals in the literature for ways to upgrade TLS to be quantum secure. The TLS [2], [3] protocol suite provides a cryptographic layer through which network application protocols such as HTTPS (used for web browsing), SMTP (e-mail) and VoIP (voice) can be securely tunnelled. TLS is widely used to underpin the security of many of the other technology areas discussed in the sections below.



TLS Cryptography



TLS version 1.2, defined in [2] and its intended upgrade, still in draft at [3], make wide use of public-key cryptography supported by PKI to provide key establishment and authentication services. These are currently based on the well-known factoring or discrete logarithm primitives RSA, DH, DSA, ECDH and ECDSA and it is precisely these primitives that we want to upgrade to be quantum-safe. Since TLS so widely used, it is here that we will ideally want to deploy our best and most modern primitives to provide secure and efficient quantum-safe replacements for the current PKC protocols.



TLS also makes use of symmetric cryptography e.g. the block cipher AES for data encryption and the SHA hash algorithms for digital signatures and certificate verification. Since these primitives may be regarded as already quantum-safe, or easily upgraded to be quantum-safe by increasing key or block sizes, we will not discuss these further here but focus on the public-key primitives.



Quantum resistance



There have been three main approaches suggested so far for possible migration paths for upgrading TLS to incorporate quantum-safe primitives[footnoteRef:1].  [1:  We do not discuss here the large amount of work required to define new cipher suites or upgrade any other infrastructure required to support quantum safe primitives.] 




· The most straightforward proposal is to replace some or all of the current public-key primitives with like-for-like quantum-safe drop-in replacements, assuming that suitable alternatives with similar security levels and efficiency properties are available. The most promising example of this approach is the Ring-LWE proposal [4]. An early proof of concept demonstration [5] integrated a version of this scheme into OpenSSL and compare this against standard TLS using elliptic curve cryptography. The authors reported that that their preliminary constant run-time implementation looked practical, producing a typical reduction of 1.2x in throughput for serving HTTPS connections. More recent implementations [6], [7] report greatly increased throughputs of 8x-20x over [5] and halve the communications overhead, for the same 128-bit security level. These papers all include security, soundness and implementation analysis for the schemes presented.



· A second proposal is to introduce hybrid schemes which derive an encryption key from some combination of the outputs from a classical key agreement scheme and a separate quantum-safe key agreement scheme. This might be a viewed as an interim step in the migration to using purely quantum-safe cryptography, or as a way of providing extra functionality or security. One such example for TLS is QSH [8] which proposes combining a standard classical TLS handshake with an NTRUEncrypt key transport. An initial implementation[footnoteRef:2] for TLS 1.2 reports a similar reduction in throughput of just 1.2x for the 128-bit security level.  [2:  Zhenfei will provide a more detailed report separately, and I’ll include a summary in the next version of this report. We simply note here that these figures are based on an implementation in WolfSSL using NTRUEncrypt parameter set eess439ep1 for 128 bits of classical security. In this case, typical timings give ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-SHA384 with QSH taking 9.31 ms compared with 7.48 ms for the original classical TLS 1.2 ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-SHA384 exchange.
] 




· A more radical approach would be to re-engineer the infrastructure of the internet and use a systems engineering approach to mitigate performance issues and allow larger key sizes to be handled. One such proposal for TLS is [9] which envisions using session resumption techniques to minimise the transmission and storage of large public keys between peers on a network, together with using symmetric keys supplied by trusted servers to secure individual sessions. Clearly it would be major undertaking to migrate for the entire Internet to a new architecture such as this but this approach might be more suitable for smaller networks. 



Some general comments:



1) Both of the first two proposals [5], [8] are happy to use current (non quantum-safe) digital signatures such as RSA or ECDSA to provide forward security. This is example of the hybrid approach and can be viewed as a pragmatic way forward helping to ease the integration of quantum-safe cryptography into real-world systems.

2) Quantum-safe primitives with very large public keys initially seem unsuitable for widespread deployment using this “drop in” approach as there are often restrictions on packet size, handshake size or other bandwidth issues. However there may be isolated networks that do not have these restrictions.  

3) Developers should not underestimate the amount of work required for the integration of quantum-safe cryptography into real-world systems. Even the apparently straightforward “drop in replacement” approach would require new cipher suites and other infrastructure to be defined.  

4) Hybrid key exchanges are not always allowed by network protocols (e.g. IKE) or they may not fit into the bandwidth currently allocated for handshakes [10]. 

5) Many protocols including IPsec and TLS include options to support pre-shared keys, which eliminates the need for public key exchanges completely. However this is impractical for many real-world situations e.g. scalability. Other large systems can be configured to rely on pre-shared keys or work with key distribution centres include the ZigBee wireless mesh network for IoT applications [11], as well as the protocols HIMMO [12] and Kerberos.



Internet of Things (DTLS)



Overview



Oscar will provide the draft text for this section. The paragraph below is a placeholder, extracted from [13].



DTLS is becoming the security standard to secure the IoT since it is required by many Machine to Machine standards such as OneM2M, OMA LWM2M, etc. However, with the advent of quantum computers most of the cipher suites of DTLS will become insecure. Furthermore, already today, it is very frequently discussed that

DTLS and its cipher suites are too heavy for many IoT use cases. Thus, there is a need for a DTLS cipher suite that is post-quantum secure, efficient, scalable, and simple to use …



The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the increasing connectivity of so called "smart objects". This can be in an isolated ad-hoc manner or involve the connection to the Internet. 



For instance, if we consider a home Lighting use case, lighting devices such as light bulbs or light switches are outfitted with a CPU and some communication means forming a wireless network. The system further uses a gateway connected to the Wifi wireless router. The user, Alice, Upon installation of the gateway and downloading an app for her smart phone can easily pair the app and the gateway. Afterwards, Alice just has to plug the lighting devices that are automatically added to his home network. The user can then use the smart phone app to create lighting settings, control the lights, or create schedules. The user can also enable more advanced features like geo-fencing so that the lights go off or on when she leaves or gets home or enable the remote control of his smart lighting system over the Internet.



We can also consider a Healthcare use case taking place in a hospital. Here, a new patient, Bob, is registered by nurse Alice. Alice retrieves Bob's electronic health record and takes a number of wireless sensors. Alice attaches the sensors, e.g., SpO2, breathing, or blood pressure to Bob’s body and associates them and a health monitoring device to his body sensor network. The health monitoring device will gather Bob's health information as collected from the sensors and securely forward the information to the Healthcare backend in charge of processing medical data and distributing the data to authorized Bob's doctors. 



When talking about IoT we can consider many different communication protocols to realize above exemplary use cases. Each of those protocols fulfills different purposes. If it is about getting the smart objects connected, we have to consider protocols like Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, WiFi, 6LoWPAN, ZigBee, LTE, LoRA, Threat, NTCIP, NFC, MQTT, LWM2M, ONEM2M.. . Some of those protocols have a star topology around a gateway that is connected to the Internet or a given core network. Other protocols for a network, typically some form of mesh, required for scalability or lower communication latency. Some of these protocols define only the physical and MAC layers, other protocols focus on the network layer (e.g., 6LoWPAN), other protocols rather focus on the transport and application layers (e.g., LWM2M) and others combine multiple protocols protocols (e.g., ZigBee). 



From this description it is clear that there is not a clear winner or solution for IoT and it is not possible to provide an exhaustive description of all of them. Still, many of those protocols have some similarities. Many of them use some type of symmetric key approach for protecting the network or the communications between devices. One example is ZigBee in which a trust center handles a network key shared between the devices. Devices can also share a key with the trust center that can be used for network access or for distributing pairwise key between a pair of devices on demand. There are flavours of ZigBee in which a single key is pre-distributed to all devices and that key then is used to securely distribute a network key when an ad-hoc network is formed. These methods have inherent weaknesses and should only be applied in scenarios with a suitable threat model. In the last years there has been a further move towards public-key cryptography and many of the protocols try to incorporate primitives such as ECDH or ECDSA when feasible as constrained by resource limitations (computational, communication or energy) or operational requirements. 



DTLS Also want: cryptography, quantum resitance cf. sec. 3.2, 3.3.



When talking about the transport layer, we observe that multiple standards rely on DTLS, the datagram version of TLS. This is because it is used to protect the CoAP protocol that was thought to run over UDP. CoAP requires the usage of DTLS with certificates, raw public-keys, pre-shared keys, or no security. However, all existing ciphersuites using certificates and raw public-keys will be broken if a quantum computer is built. Furthermore, cipher-suites based on public-key cryptography are relatively bulky and this can negatively impact to either the underlying network (e.g., features by lossy communication links and low bandwidth) or the business case of the IoT application (for instance, if an smart object communicating over a cellular link only needs to report a few bytes a day of application data but the setup of the secure channel requires several KBs this will have severe consequences for the business case). 



Upgrading DTLS to make it quantum-safe can be done in several ways. One approach is to stop using existing public-key primitives and rely on PSK only. However, PSK only will not be a very scalable solution. Another approach is to introduce new cipher suites relying on QS PKC including both key agreement and digital signatures. Drawbacks here relate to the message sizes since communication has to go through relatively constrained and lossy wireless links or the energy consumption to send additional data. DTLS could also be architectured to work with a number of KDCs (only TTPs) so that when two devices are willing to communicate with each other, the KDC distributes a common key. The drawback of this approach refers to the additional communication and energy consumption overhead due to the key establishment requests and the drawback of relying on an only KDC. Another approach would be the integration of an ID-based Key Pre-distribution Scheme, such as HIMMO, with the DTLS-PSK mode so that any pair of devices can agree on a common pairwise key on the fly while inherently verifying their identities or credentials. The usage of an infrastructure of TTPs would also solve issues related to system privacy or a single point of failure.  Challenge here is to have further open verification and improvements of ID-based KPSs.

 



PSK, Kerberos and other non PKC methods



If Alice and Bob share a symmetric-key, then they can securely exchange encrypted messages and authenticate each other. Once Alice and Bob share a common key, they can apply it in an authentication protocol, derive a session key, or use such a key to send a message. One of the key challenges when using symmetric-keys refers to the key distribution and management approach. The security of the system relies on the secrecy of the symmetric-keys so that these keys need to be distributed in a secure way. If we assume a network with N parties and we assume the pre-distribution of a different pairwise key for each of parties (we call such a system a naïve key pre-distribution scheme), a total of N(N-1)/2 keys would be required to ensure secure pairwise communication links and each party would have to store N-1 keys. This fact poses, on the one hand, challenges regarding storage requirements. On the other hand, if at a later stage additional parties become part of the network, it requires the challenging process of updating the keying materials assigned to each party. As already outlined, each party has to store the keys associated to other parties. If further information about those parties is stored, then the information of those parties can be easily verified. While this works very easily for a reduced number of individuals, it does not scale for a large networks due to the associated storage needs.



Alternatively, a party can store and share just a single symmetric-key with a trusted server playing the role of either a Key Distribution Center or a Key Translation Center. Being a Key distribution center means that Alice will send a request to the KDC stating the need for a shared key with Bob and then the KDC will provide Alice and Bob with such a key. Being a Key translation center means that Alice will generate the key and Bob will be the one that “securely translates” with Bob’s shared secret so that Bob knows the key that Alice is using to communicate with him. There are many protocols following such an approach:





-          Kerberos – is a protocol that has its origins in an MIT’s distributed authentication service. The basic Kerberos involves a client, a server, and trusted server. Client and Server do not share a secret, while the trusted server shares a secret with each of them. The main goal of the server is to verify the identity of the client. The whole protocol enables mutual authentication between client and server and the establishment of a common key between client and server. Kerberos was first standardized as RFC 1510 in 1993 followed by many additional RFCs enhancing or updating it. Today it is widely used for many services.



-          ZigBee Trust Center – ZigBee defines a protocol for wireless sensor networks. The wireless sensor network is managed by a network coordinator and the security by a trust center that plays the role of key distribution center. When a first sensor wishes to communication with a second one, the first sensor sends a request to the trust center that then distributes a symmetric key to both of them. This symmetric key is used for mutual authentication and the derivation of a session key.



 

Trusted centers are widely deployed. However, they have some drawbacks. The first one is that they have to be online representing a single point of failure. The second limitation is that they lead to lower performance in terms of communication overhead or latency. The final problem refers to the fact that they can monitor all the online communications. There have been a number of attempts to overcome these issues. One method is Blom’s scheme, in which in its basic version, a trusted party computes a kxk symmetric matrix D in a given finite field. Each party i has associated an identity vector D_i of length k  and obtains from the trusted party a secret keying material U_i = (D_i G)^t. When two parties i and j wish to communicate with each other, they can exchange their identity vectors D_i and D_j and compute a common symmetric-key K_ij = D_j U_i = D_i U_i = K_ji. This can be done without the intervention of the trusted party overcoming many drawbacks of the above naïve key pre-distribution schemes and online systems based on an online trusted server. However, the problem with Blom’s scheme is that if an attacker compromises the secret U_i vectors of k or more parties, the attacker can re-compute the secret matrix D and break the whole system in a very simple way. After Blom’s scheme (1984), Matsumoto and Imai generalized the concept of key pre-distribution schemes in 1987 introducing concepts for the verification of information or the usage of multiple trusted servers. In 1992, Blundo et al. proposed another scheme with similar properties to Blom’s scheme but based on polynomials. The search for efficient key pre-distribution schemes increased in the 00’s due to the advent of wireless sensor networks with plenty of key pre-distribution schemes such as randomized ones. In 2007 a scheme based on perturbation polynomials was presented aim at creating a collusion resistant and efficient scheme; however it was broken by a couple of years afterwards by Albrecht et al. The HIMMO scheme pursues the same goal, achieving a collusion resistant and efficient key pre-distribution scheme with properties that can also make it quantum-safe.







Deploy once (Satellite communications)



Satellite key management - background



The SAFEcrypto case studies document [14] discusses requirements for future satellite key management systems. Current systems are typically owned and operated by a single organisation and have relatively basic functionality and requirements for key material. One aim of the SAFEcrypto project is to develop much larger and more flexible systems to support the ever growing market for satellite-based services and the increasingly complex requirements for multinational, multi-organisation missions and shared infrastructure. 



In high-level terms, the document envisions that a typical future satellite control network will comprise of an operational control centre that issues commands to the satellite and receives telemetry data back; one or more ground stations that actually sends the commands and collects the telemetry information and the payload data gathered and sent back by the satellite; end users (consumers of the satellite data); and possibly other auxiliary nodes such as data centres that apply some filtering and processing of the raw satellite data before it is sent on to the end users. The ground-based connections will usually be secured by the usual commercial solutions such as VPNs based on IPSec, TLS, etc. which were discussed in section 3 above, so for the remainder of this section we will focus just on the key management requirements arising due to communications with the satellites.



The document identifies that cryptographic protection will be essential to protect the command and control instructions sent up to the satellite (uplink), and the telemetry channel and the payload data (downlink) sent back to the ground. There may also potentially be requirements for end-to-end security between satellites and end users, or even between satellites in a future "network of space-based entities." Additional requirements are noted for perfect forward security and protection of the satellites against key compromise on the ground. The authors conclude that



In all cases, it can be assumed that the use of public key cryptography is restricted to authenticated

key establishment. This may require public key encryption/decryption and signing/verification to be done on the satellites.



Due to the longevity of satellites and associated infrastructure, and the difficulty of changing anything after the launch, any public key solution needs to be secure for a long period of time. It is thus an ideal case study for the use of post-quantum cryptographic solutions.



Satellite key management – constraints



The basic requirement for this project is for a forward-secure authenticated key exchange meeting certain bandwidth constraints.



The satellite uplink and telemetry channel are both low data rate, presently around 10-64Kbit/s and 100Kbit/s respectively. The downlink is high data rate, perhaps 2Gb/s, however this is mostly taken up with raw payload data. So bandwidth is a precious resource and this will place some limitations on the size available for the public key exchanges. Another implication is that the number of round-trip communications required for the authenticated key establishment should be minimised.



The communications links are also characterised by very high latency (up to 240ms each way for geostationary satellites). This means that for key establishment the time to transmit data will dominate the execution time of the protocol i.e. very high speed is not a requirement for the cryptography.



No special requirements are noted for protection against side channel attacks. These would probably be very difficult to mount in practice since both the satellites and the ground stations would be difficult to access, although timing attacks and to some extent fault based attacks remain as theoretical possibilities.



The physical inaccessibility of the satellite means that any master keys provisioned at launch cannot be replaced. Therefore minimising the risk of exposure of these keys either directly or through cryptanalysis is deemed to be a critical factor in the selection of the cryptographic schemes.



Summary



Although this is a somewhat niche application this scenario nicely illustrates some of the requirements and solution for quantum safe cryptography. In particular the “deploy once” constraint means that long-life cryptography incorporating quantum resistance has been noted a requirement at the outset of the project. There are also some interesting bandwidth constraints. Both of these considerations are similar to some IoT use cases.



Another example protocol or technology



Conclusions
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Introduction



This document aims to give an overview of the current understanding and best practice in academia and industry about quantum-safe cryptography (QSC). Specifically, we focus on identifying and assessing cryptographic primitives that have been proposed or are being developed for efficient key establishment, integrity and authentication applications which may be potentially suitable for standardization by ETSI and subsequently used by industry to develop quantum-safe solutions for real-world applications. 



QSC is a rapidly growing area of research: there are already academic conference series such as PQC, annual workshops have been established by ETSI/IQC [1] and NIST, and the European Commission has recently granted funding two QSC projects under the Horizon 2020 framework, the SAFEcrypto [2] and PQCrypto [3], [4] projects. This document draws on all these research efforts. 



As agreed at the first meeting of QSC ISG, the scope of this document will cover three main areas. Section 2 discusses an assessment framework; Section 3 lists some representative cryptographic primitives, taken from recent conferences; and Section 4 gives a preliminary discussion on key sizes and how to assess these for quantum as well as classical security. 



Assessment framework



We propose to assess candidate cryptographic primitives for standardization against the criteria below, organised under the headings of security, efficiency and deployment considerations. The following sections of this document will then go into more detail on the security considerations, and the efficiency and deployment criteria will be covered in much more detail under other Work Items.



Security



Relevant criteria under this heading would include considerations such as:



· The amount of public scrutiny and level of acceptance by the academic community.

· Confidence in the associated security proofs or reductions to hard problems by the academic community.

· Which attacks have been proposed against the primitive or underlying hard problem?

· Is the primitive suitable for use in a forward secure key establishment protocol? 

· Does the primitive provide or enable multiple security features? 

· How easy is it to quantify the claimed classical and quantum security levels? 

· How certain are the recommended key sizes for a given level of security (e.g. 80-, 112-, 128- or 256-bits)?

We do not propose to cover side-channel attacks or any other implementation-specific considerations in this overview.

 

Efficiency



Relevant criteria under this heading would include considerations such as:



· How large are the recommended parameter sizes for a given level of security?

· The speed / time / number of basic arithmetic operations / round trip times to establish a key or sign/verify on a representative set of platforms or processors. 

· Time to generate keys or to re-key.

· Any other practical considerations e.g. failure rate for decryption/key-establishment or maximum number of signatures.



These criteria will be covered in more detail under QSC ISG Work Item #2.



Implementation and deployment issues



Relevant criteria under this heading would include considerations such as:



· Ease of implementation (by non-experts).

· Size of Implementation (particularly relevant to FPGA and embedded devices).

· Are the key and signature sizes practical for transmission and storage (particularly on resource-limited devices)?

· Ease of integration into existing protocols or systems (e.g. is this drop-in replacement?).

· Minimising costs of changing or upgrading.

· Memory requirements during execution (especially on resource-limited devices).

· Re-use of code base (e.g. to provide authentication as well as key establishment).

· Interoperability considerations (e.g. flexibility in choice of hash function in Merkle tree schemes).

· IPR concerns or any other restrictions on usage.



These criteria will be covered in more detail under QSC ISG Work Items #2 and #4.



Application-specific or restricted-use cases



In addition to recommending one or more general-purpose primitives for key establishment, data integrity and authentication applications, we might seek to identify and recommend primitives that are particularly well suited for application-specific use cases e.g. for constrained environments, or to provide very short signatures, etc. There will also be systems which are not affected by constraints on packet or handshake sizes that are imposed by some current communications protocols or interoperability requirements.



These considerations will be covered in more detail under QSG ISG Work Item #3.




Primitives for consideration



Here we suggest a draft list for consideration of (mostly) public key primitives which have been proposed for use in key establishment or authentication schemes. We have not tried to be comprehensive and list every QSC primitive that has ever been proposed, but instead we will be looking to identify modern primitives that have credibility in academia, are supported by currently-active research teams, look practical for real-world applications and hence are suitable candidates for consideration by ETSI for standardization. 

 

The references given are intended to provide QSC ISG members with useful starting points for the best and most current configurations, security analyses and recommended parameter sizes. We will of course have to verify the claims and recommendations independently ourselves further down the line, perhaps when we have narrowed the list down to a more manageable size.



We now give a brief assessment of the security properties and maturity of design for a representative set of current proposals in the academic literature.



Lattices and polynomials 



A good introduction to lattice-based cryptography is [5]. With reference to the assessment criteria in Section 2.1, we briefly note that this is a very active research field with several active research groups, dedicated conferences and more than 100 papers on the IACR ePrint server over the past two years. Many schemes are based on Ring-LWE or Ring-SIS, which both have worst-case to average-case reductions from approximate short vector problems in ideal lattices. The best generic attacks against key establishment are based around lattice reduction algorithms, such as LLL and BKZ, or lattice sieving, which are also active areas of research and supported by challenge problems such as [6]. Lattice-based signatures also need to be wary of private information leakage leading to attacks such as the “parallelepiped” [7] and “zonotope” [8] attacks against NTRUSign. Resistance against quantum attacks has been specifically addressed in [9].



 Key establishment



· NTRUEncrypt [10] – This is a well established scheme with very good efficiency properties. It lacks the formal security reductions of more modern Ring-LWE schemes but it has received many years of public scrutiny and is well regarded. Reference [11] suggests various parameter sets for the 128-, 192- and 256-bit security levels. A recent paper [12] giving the first subexponential algorithm for recovering NTRUEncrypt private keys may affect the security estimates for these parameters. Fluhrer [13] also proposed new quantum attacks on NTRUEncrypt which led to the parameters being updated in [14]. 



· Peikert [15] – This is a state-of-the-art proposal for a general purpose key establishment based on Ring-LWE. It offers a security reduction, actively secure and authenticated modes, and forward security. The implementation in [16] gives suggested parameters for 128-bits of classical security and 80-bits of quantum security while references [17] and [18] include parameters for a range of classical and quantum security levels. A recent paper by Alkim et al [19] describes further optimisations for the unauthenticated key exchange and gives associated parameters for 128-bits of quantum security.



· Zhang et al [20] and Ghosh-Kate [21] – These are two promising ideas for efficient two-way and one-way authenticated key agreements with security reductions from Ring-LWE. The proposals are not as thoroughly worked out as Peikert or NTRUEncrypt and offer only weak forward security. The parameters given for Zhang et al’s two-pass AKE are at the 75/80-bit and 210/230-bit security levels. The hybrid one-way AKE by Ghosh and Kate gives a parameter set that they claim offers "high security".



· HIMMO [22] – This is an interesting new key pre-distribution scheme with good efficiency properties. Although there is not a formal reduction, the main attacks against HIMMO appear to lead to two related lattice sub-problems. The underlying security mechanisms are new and would benefit from more academic scrutiny. Reference [22] includes provisional parameters, which are subject to revision by a crypto challenge [23], and reference [24] explicitly considers quantum security.

 Authentication



· Lyubashevsky [25] [26] – The Fiat-Shamir style signature in [25] was the first to introduce the now widespread technique of rejection sampling to remove information leakage from the signatures. This was updated in [26] to produce a more efficient signature with a security reduction from Ring-LWE rather than Ring-SIS. Dagdelen et al [27] also show that, with minor modifications, the signature is secure in the quantum random-oracle model. The EUROCRYPT paper [26] contains parameter sets for a fixed, but unspecified, security level and could be used to construct others.



· NTRU-MLS [28] – NTRU-MLS is the most recent signature proposal from the designers of NTRUSign. It incorporates a form of rejection sampling and has a proof that the signatures do not leak information, but there is no formal security reduction and it has not had any published independent analysis. Reference [28] suggests parameters for the 112-, 128-, 192- and 256-bit security levels.



· Aguilar et al [29] – This is a proposal for a hash-and-sign signature which applies Lyubashevsky’s rejection sampling directly to NTRUSign. It has a security reduction from Ring-SIS and provides suggested parameters for 100-, 128- and 160-bits of security.



· Güneysu-Lyubashevsky-Pöppelmann [30] – This is a version of Lyubashevky’s Fiat-Shamir signature [26] with bounded uniform distributions. This simplifies the implementation but increases signature length and means that the security reduction is from a non-standard version of the decision Ring-LWE problem. The paper [30] includes parameters which they claim provide 100- and 256-bits of security, but Ducas et al [31] reduce the estimate of the smaller parameters to around 80-bits.



· BLISS [31] – BLISS is a Fiat-Shamir signature which uses bimodal Gaussian distributions and a modified rejection sampling process to reduce the signature size. The unusual construction needs more analysis and the security reduction is from the NTRU problem rather than standard Ring-SIS. Nevertheless, BLISS is the most widely cited of the recent lattice-based signature proposals. Reference [31] suggests 128-, 160- and 192-bit secure parameters. BLISS-B [32] is a variant of BLISS which uses the same parameters, but has improved key generation and signing times. 



· Ducas-Lyubashevsky-Prest [33] – This hash-and-sign signature is presented as the key extraction step for an identity-based encryption scheme. It is a variant of NTRUSign which adjusts the distributions used during the signing process to avoid information leakage rather than using straightforward rejection sampling. It achieves very short signatures, but has had almost no independent analysis and does not come with a security reduction. They propose parameters for 80- and 192-bits of security.



· HIMMO [22] – HIMMO also provides authentication. Once a pairwise key has been established, the peers can run a simple challenge-response mutual authentication handshake to verify that their computed key is equal, which authenticates their identities at the same time. Further HIMMO-based extensions to this handshake exist to enable credential verification and source authentication.



Multivariate quadratics



A good reference for MQ-based cryptography is [34]. With reference to the assessment criteria in Section 2.1, we briefly note that this is an active research field with multiple active research groups and dozens of conference presentations and IACR ePrints over the past two years. Solving random systems of multivariate quadratic equations over finite fields is NP-complete, but almost no MQ-based schemes have a full security reduction from this problem. At best, there are reductions from the problem of solving the specific type of trapdoor system used in the public key [35] or under restricted attack models [36]. Consequently, the security of most MQ-based schemes is dependent on estimates of the computational difficulty of solving the public systems using the best known generic attacks such as MinRank [37] or Gröbner bases [38] [39]. This is still an active area of research and is supported by challenge problems [34].



There seems to have been a decline in confidence in the ability of MQ to provide a secure key establishment after a series of earlier proposed schemes were broken [40] [37] [41] [42] [43]. However, there is slightly more acceptance of MQ-based signatures despite the devastating attack against the NESSIE-selected signature SFLASH [44]. Resistance against quantum attacks does not appear to have been specifically addressed in the literature. The schemes below do not appear to be suitable for forward secure key establishment protocols. 



 Key establishment



· SimpleMatrix [45] – This is a recent proposal for a multivariate encryption scheme where the public system is constructed from products of square polynomial matrices. Analysis in [46] outlined a structural attack against the scheme and highlighted an issue with the decryption failure rate. The updated rectangular version [47] avoids both of these problems. Reference [47] includes suggested parameters for 80-, 90- and 100-bits of security.

     

· ZHFE [48] – This is a new idea for an encryption scheme which uses a pair of high-degree HFE polynomials in a way that still allows for efficient decryption. They argue that the scheme is secure against MinRank and direct algebraic attacks, but there has been no independent analysis. Parameters are only proposed for the 80-bit security level. 

 Authentication



· Quartz [49] – This is a multivariate signature scheme based on HFEv- which has exceptionally short signatures, but long signature generation times. There is a security reduction [35] for HFEv- signatures from the problem of inverting the public system. The Quartz proposal included 80-bit secure parameters and, although initial analysis appeared to reduce this estimate [50], recent work [39] has confirmed their security.



· Gui [51] [52] – This is a new proposal for an HFEv- signature which improves the efficiency of signature generation by lowering the rank of the hidden polynomial. The security of the scheme is assessed against MinRank and direct algebraic attacks, but more analysis is required to ensure that the lower rank polynomial does not allow other attacks. Parameters are provided for 80- and 128-bits of security.



· UOV [53] – This is a multivariate signature scheme constructed using a step-wise triangular system. There is a security reduction [35] for UOV signatures from the problem of inverting the public system and this behaves like a random quadratic system under a certain class of direct algebraic attacks [36]. However, improved approaches to solving underdetermined quadratic systems [54] [55] have lowered the security estimate of the original parameters. Newer parameters with 80-, 100-, 128-, 192- and 256-bits of security can be found in [56].



· Rainbow [57] – Rainbow is a layered version of the UOV signature for faster signature generation and has a cyclic variant [58] for smaller public key sizes. There is no formal security reduction and a series of attacks [59] [60] [61] have exploited the additional structure provided by the layers. In particular, [61] appears to lower the security estimates for the larger-field parameters in [62] and may also apply to some of the more recent parameters suggested in [56].



Codes



A good reference for code-based cryptography is the introduction to [63]. With reference to the assessment criteria in Section 2.1, we briefly note that this is an active research field supported by active research groups and a small but steady stream of presentations at conferences and on the IACR ePrint server. The decoding problem for random linear codes is NP-complete, but security reductions for code-based schemes also require indistinguishability results for the actual codes involved which may not always hold [64]. The original McEliece and Niederreiter schemes based on binary Goppa codes still look very secure, however many proposals for reducing the size of the public keys by using different codes or structured public keys have been broken [65] [66] [67] [68]. The best attacks are based on information set decoding algorithms [69]. Resistance against quantum attacks has been specifically addressed in [70]. Most of the key establishment primitives below are not suitable for use in forward secure key protocols.



 Key establishment



· McEliece [71] – The original McEliece [71] and Niederreiter [72] encryption schemes using binary Goppa codes are well established and trusted. They need to be transformed into semantically secure encryption schemes [73], but parameters have only been adjusted to account for gradual improvements to the information set decoding attack [69] [74] [75] [76]. Reference [77] suggests parameters for up to 109-bits of security and [78] includes parameters at higher security levels. 



· Wild McEliece [79] [80] – This was an initially promising proposal to reduce public key sizes by using wild Goppa codes. However, there is no security reduction and recent work [81] [82] has begun to exploit the hidden algebraic structure. A range of parameters is suggested for the 128-bit security level.



· MDPC McEliece [63] – Medium-density parity check codes are probably the best current proposal for reducing the size of the public keys used in McEliece while also removing algebraic structure. There is a security reduction from the decoding problem since distinguishing medium-density parity check codes from random requires the attacker to determine the existence of codewords of a given weight. The quasi-cyclic version re-introduces some structure to further reduce the key size. There is some evidence [83] that this also reduces the security of the scheme so the quasi-cyclic version could benefit from some additional academic scrutiny. Reference [63] suggests parameters for 80-, 128- and 256-bits of security.



· LRPC McEliece [84] – This is another interesting alternative to standard McEliece which is based on low-rank parity check codes. The rank-metric decoding problem is NP-complete and the authors claim that the security reduction for medium-density parity check codes can be adapted to low-rank parity check codes. However, the quasi-cyclic version suffers from a much more signification loss of security than quasi-cyclic medium density parity check codes [85]. In general, low-rank parity check codes require more academic scrutiny to understand how the attacks work under this new metric. Reference [86] provides updated parameters with 80-, 100- and 128-bit security.

 Authentication



· CFS [87] – This is a hash-and-sign signature based on the Niederreiter encryption scheme using binary Goppa codes. It achieves very small signature lengths, but the signature generation process is slow and it requires high-rate codes. This means that the public keys are large and the security reduction from the syndrome decoding problem given in [88] is invalidated by the high-rate Goppa code distinguisher from [89]. Parallel-CFS [90] is an updated version of the signature which blocks the decoding-one-out-of-many attacks [91] against the original. Reference [92] includes 80- and 120-bit secure parameters for Parallel-CFS.



· Cayrel et al [93] – This is an improvement of Stern’s original code-based identification scheme [94] which can be converted into a signature scheme using a generalised Fiat-Shamir transform [95]. The scheme uses random q-ary codes to reduce the number of rounds required to achieve a given security level. It has a security reduction from the syndrome decoding problem and there is a quasi-cyclic version to reduce the size of the public keys. Signature generation is much more efficient than CFS, although the signatures are significantly longer. Reference [96] includes parameters for 80- and 143-bit secure signatures.



· RankSign [97] – This is a hash-and-sign signature which is similar to CFS, but uses augmented low-rank parity check codes to improve both signature generation times and public key sizes. The security reduction is from a non-standard approximate syndrome decoding problem which is assumed to be hard. There is also a cyclic version of RankSign which further decreases the size of the public keys. More analysis is required to gain confidence in the security of schemes based on low-rank parity check codes. Reference [97] contains 90-, 120- and 130-bit secure parameters for cyclic-RankSign.



Hash trees



Although it does not cover the most recent proposals, a good reference for hash-based signatures is [98]. With reference to the assessment criteria in Section 2.1, we note that there has been a resurgence of interest in the field with a few active groups, several presentations at recent conferences and some early standardisation work in the IETF [99] [100]. The original Merkle signatures [101] [102] are well understood and considered very secure, but potentially impractical due to the need to maintain state between signatures. Recent work has been focused on efficiency improvements and the issue of statefulness. Quantum attacks are limited to using Grover’s algorithm to speed up the search for hash-function pre-images. The efficiency of using quantum computers to find hash-function collisions has been analysed in [103]. 



 Authentication



· Merkle [102] – The original Merkle signature scheme was proposed for standardisation in the internet draft [104] which has since expired. It has a security reduction, [105] for the one-time signature together with [106] for the tree, from the collision resistance of the underlying hash function. However, the draft RFC has recently been updated [99] to use a variant of the Merkle signature scheme by Leighton and Micali which has better provable security properties [107] and shorter signatures. The draft RFC includes parameters for 128- and 256-bits of classical security.



· XMSS [108] [109] – This is a more efficient hash-based signature which uses tree chaining to increase the total number of signatures available. It has a tight security reduction from the second-preimage resistance of the hash function family and Song [110] shows that this still holds against quantum adversaries [110]. Unfortunately, the version of XMSS initially proposed for standardisation [111] was vulnerable to multi-target preimage attacks and although the revised version [100] blocks these it does not come with a security reduction. The current internet draft [100] includes parameters for 256- and 512-bits of classical security.



· SPHINCS [112] – This is a hash-based signature which avoids the need to retain state at the cost of significantly increasing the signature length. It includes a security reduction and an analysis of its security against quantum adversaries, but as it is built from the version of XMSS [111] that has been withdrawn, more analysis is needed. Reference [112] includes parameters for 128-bits of quantum security. 



Isogenies 



A good general reference for isogenies and elliptic curves is [113]. With reference to the assessment criteria in Section 2.1, we briefly note that this is a new research field with relatively few active research groups or publications. The security reductions are to unusual versions of the Diffie-Hellman problem and the primitives are not supported by public challenge problems, but the classical [114] [115] and quantum [116] [117] complexity of recovering unknown isogenies between elliptic curves has been well studied. This is an interesting new primitive with good properties such as small key size and forward security that deserves more academic scrutiny to establish a consensus on its security properties.



 Key establishment

 

· Jao-De Feo [118] – This is a novel Diffie-Hellman style key-exchange using isogenies of supersingular curves. The extended paper [119] includes a more detailed security analysis and a reduction from a variant of the decision Diffie-Hellman problem for supersingular isogenies. The code referred to in [118] contains suggested parameters for 128-, 192- and 256-bits of classical security with various choices of isogeny degrees. 

 Authentication


· Jao-Soukharev [120] – This is an undeniable signature based on the supersingular isogeny key agreement from [118]. The signature length compares favourably to lattice-based signatures, but as it is an interactive protocol it will not be suitable for all applications. More security analysis is also required. Reference [120] includes parameters for 80-, 112- and 128-bits of quantum security.



· Sun-Tian-Wang [121] – This is a strong designated verifier signature based on the supersingular isogeny key agreement from [118]. It is a non-interactive protocol, but only verifiers chosen in advance by the signer can verify the signature so again it will not be suitable for all applications.



Other mechanisms



Although this document has mainly focussed on public key solutions, we briefly note here that it is possible to achieve quantum resistance via a range of other mechanisms. For example authentication schemes such as MACs [122], Wegman-Carter [123], and Kerberos [124] can be built from block ciphers or hash functions and the stream cipher QUAD [125] is based on multivariate quadratic equations. Quantum key distribution (QKD) has also been proposed for generating symmetric keys or one time pad [1]. By far the most impressive existing quantum-safe system is the global 3GPP mobile network which achieves authentication via pre-shared keys embedded in SIMs at manufacture, and key agreement and message integrity via a complex set of symmetric protocols, see e.g. [126]. There are many other large systems that could be configured to rely on pre-shared keys or with key distribution centres, for example TLS [127] and the ZigBee wireless mesh network for IoT applications [128], as well as protocols HIMMO and Kerberos, mentioned earlier in this document.



There will be more discussion of these under QSC ISG Work Item #3.






Key lengths and security



Key length



We will eventually want to recommend parameter sizes that will provide a required level of security (e.g. 80-, 112-, 128- and 256-bits) that is appropriate to the intended real-world use case. This is not entirely straightforward given the current level of understanding and confidence in the various methods proposed in academic papers.

 

Some primitives are well established but have large key sizes (e.g. McEliece); newer primitives are much more efficient but less well analysed (e.g. ring-LWE). Some primitives have formal security reductions to known hard problems (e.g. ring-LWE and multivariate quadratics); other primitives rely on the practical difficulty of key recovery or forgery attacks (e.g. NTRU and isogenies). Very few primitives have a reasonable rule of thumb for assessing their quantum security (see Section 4.2). We do not attempt to solve these problems here but note them for future consideration, once we have narrowed down the list of primitives.



In this section we give an illustration of the key sizes for a subset of the primitives considered in Section 3. These are based on published parameter sets and are described in terms of their classical (n.b. not quantum) security level. Appendix A contains a comparison of the suggested key sizes for all of the algorithms at the 128-bit classical security level wherever possible.



Key establishment



Figures 1 and 2 give the size of the public key and the length of the message for ten of the key establishment schemes. The message will either be the encrypted symmetric key for encryption schemes or the public key plus any additional fields for key agreements. In both figures the lengths are plotted on a logarithmic scale for clarity.
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Figure 1: Public key sizes for key establishment
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Figure 2: Message lengths for key establishment



We omit the Ghosh-Kate lattice-based key agreement from Section 3.1.1 since there is no security estimate for its parameters. For the code-based schemes we focus on the original binary Goppa code McEliece and on the more efficient quasi-cyclic versions of MDPC McEliece and LRPC McEliece from Section 3.3.1. We omit Wild McEliece as it does not achieve the same reduction in key size.



Note that the quoted “public key” size for HIMMO corresponds to the length of the user’s identifier and that no additional communication is required between users in order to establish a shared secret key.



 Authentication



Figures 3 and 4 give the public key and signature sizes for ten of the authentication schemes. Again, in both figures the sizes are plotted on a logarithmic scale for clarity. 
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Figure 3: Public key sizes for authentication
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Figure 4: Signature lengths for authentication



We omit the lattice-based Lyubashevsky signature as there is no specific security estimate for the parameters; the signature by Aguiler et al since it will have similar public key sizes to, but larger signatures than, NTRU- MLS; BLISS since it is not as efficient as Ducas et al; and HIMMO as it cannot be used as a general purpose signature. For the MQ-based schemes we focus on Gui and the cyclic versions of UOV and Rainbow from Section 3.2.2. We omit QUARTZ as it is similar to the 80-bit parameters for Gui. Similarly, for code-based signatures we focus on the cyclic versions of Cayrel et al and RankSign, but omit CFS signatures because of their significantly larger key sizes. For hash-based schemes, we include Leighton-Micali over the original version of Merkle because of the smaller signature sizes and omit XMSS as it only has parameters for the higher security levels. Finally, we omit both isogeny-based schemes since they cannot be used as general purpose signatures.



Note that the Leighton-Micali parameters are limited to 220 signatures and the SPHINCS parameters are limited to around 260 signatures.



Quantum Security



It is interesting to note that most of the recommended key sizes in the referenced proposals are actually aimed against classical rather than quantum adversaries. The recommended key sizes against classical attackers are often based on assessing the best known attacks via various practical “crypto-challenges”, see e.g. [6], [23], [34].



It is not possible to give definitive work estimates for quantum attacks at this point in time, since it is not yet clear what a large scale future quantum computer will look like, which technologies it will be based on, or how to quantify the auxiliary resource requirements for things like fault tolerance, error correction and memory look-ups. However for some primitives it does seem possible give some reasonable “rules of thumb” based on the properties of the algorithms that will be run on a quantum computer.



Grover’s algorithm provides a “square-root speed up” over a classical adversary when searching unstructured data sets. In the context of cryptography this means that for a generic block cipher to maintain a given level of security (e.g. 128 bits) against a quantum adversary running Grover’s algorithm to recover a key, the rule of thumb should be to “double the key size” (e.g. to 256 bits). However it is important to note that that each individual iteration of Grover’s algorithm corresponds to performing one encryption of the block cipher. This is typically equivalent to several thousand basic operations (AND, XOR, etc.) on a classical computer and it is not yet understood what the equivalent measured on a quantum computer should be. So we should not view the rule of thumb as providing a precise cost analysis for running Grover’s algorithm but rather as a very conservative estimate of the resources required for the attack.



In terms of the primitives discussed in Section 3:



· The best quantum attacks for generic cryptographic hash algorithms also come from versions of Grover’s search algorithm. For signatures such as Leighton-Micali, XMSS or SPHINCS whose security is based on the pre-image resistance of the hash function the rule of thumb is that we should double the hash output length to retain a given level of security. This doubles the public key size and quadruples the length of signatures. The security of the original Merkle signature scheme, such as [104], is based on collision resistance and in this case the rule of thumb is different. Early estimates claimed that Grover would provide a cube root speed up for collision finding [129] however this was disputed in [103] where it was argued that the quantum attack had the same complexity as the classical attacks. We can interpret this as saying that it is not necessary to increase the hash output length in the original Merkle signature scheme to defend against quantum attacks. As a consequence, it is not obvious whether the additional complexity of signatures such as XMSS offer any advantage over simpler Merkle signatures when considering quantum security.



· The first connection between quantum computation and a lattice problem – the O(n5/2)-unique short vector problem – was described in [130] and the first quantum attack on a lattice-based cryptographic primitive was described in [131]. However, these both addressed somewhat special cases. The best reference for quantum approaches to solving general short vector problems appears in [9] where the authors describe several algorithms which combine lattice sieving with Grover’s algorithm. In general, they were able to reduce the log-complexity of the lattice sieves by up to a quarter. The usual rule of thumb, at least for Ring-LWE distinguishing attacks (see for example [132]), is that parameter sizes scale linearly in the security parameter. This means that to retain a given level of security in a Ring-LWE scheme we would likely need to increase the size of the public key by a third. NTRU-based schemes are slightly more complicated as it depends on whether Grover’s algorithm speeds up the meet-in-the-middle portion of a hybrid lattice attack. If we only consider quantum improvements to the lattice reduction then a similar rule of thumb applies. Quantum speed-ups against HIMMO were explicitly considered in [24].



· Quantum improvements to information set decoding attacks against code-based systems were addressed in [70]. The rule of thumb is that quantum algorithms halve the security level so to compensate you need to double the dimension of the code. For unstructured codes this corresponds to doubling the length of the ciphertext and quadrupling the size of the public key. On the other hand, for quasi-cyclic MDPC codes this should only mean doubling the length of the ciphertext and public key although [70] does not specifically consider attacks against structured codes. There is relatively little literature on attacking rank-metric systems [85] and we have already noted above that these primitives would benefit from more academic assessment.



· There does not seem to be a good rule of thumb for MQ-based schemes. The general analysis in [133] on NP-complete problems implies that Grover’s algorithm is essentially optimal for solving random quadratic systems. This means that primitives that use small systems, such as QUARTZ and Gui, will need to double the number of polynomials and variables. This doubles the signature length, but increases the size of the public keys by a factor of 8 [52]. We are not aware of any other significant research into quantum attacks against MQ-based primitives so at the moment it appears that for the remaining primitives the key size may not need to be increased. 



· Biasse et al [108] describe a quantum algorithm for recovering an isogeny between two supersingular curves defined over a quadratic extension field. For the Jao-De Feo key agreement this is beaten by a quantum claw algorithm [134] which turns a fourth-root classical attack into a sixth-root quantum attack. To maintain the security level the rule of thumb should therefore be to increase the size of the public keys by a half.



Appendix B contains rough estimates of the potential key sizes for the algorithms at the 128-bit quantum security level.





Provable, forward and active security



Provable security



Security reductions can give confidence that the security of a scheme is based on a problem that is known to be hard. However, it is important to understand the precise security guarantees given by the reduction. In many cases it is unwise to derive parameter sizes directly from the provable security level [135]. In some cases it may be better to ignore the reduction if it allows a more efficient scheme, provided that we can be sure that the practical security is unaffected. The question of how to extend classical security reduction techniques to quantum adversaries is a new topic of research [110].



[Next version of the document will include the security contribution from Niels.]





Forward security



A key establishment protocol is forward secure if the compromise of a long-term private key does not affect the security of previously established symmetric keys. It is usually considered important for modern security protocols to provide forward security [136], particularly for widespread or general purpose applications. For example, the draft specification for TLS 1.3 [137] only supports forward secure cipher suites. Consequently, it will be necessary to identify quantum-safe key establishment primitives that are suitable for use in such protocols. As forward security generally involves ephemeral keys, this means that the quantum-safe primitives must have efficient key generation and small public keys.



· Lattice-based primitives have fast key generation and, when used with ideal lattices, small public keys. In particular, NTRUEncrypt and Peikert’s key encapsulation mechanism could both be used in forward secure protocols. However, the authenticated key exchanges by Zhang et al and Ghosh-Kate are two-pass protocols so can only provide forward security against passive attackers [138]. Further, HIMMO operates as a static-static key exchange so would not be able to provide forward security by itself.



· The public keys for MQ-based primitives are large and key generation can be slow. This means they would not be suitable for use in a forward secure protocol.



· Key generation for code-based key establishment primitives can be fast, but the public keys are large when used with unstructured codes. This means that only the quasi-cyclic versions of MDPC McEliece or LRPC McEliece could be used in a forward secure protocol.



· Finally, the isogeny-based key agreement has reasonable key generation and small public keys so could be used in a forward secure protocol.





Active security



It is also important to consider security against active adversaries since quantum-safe primitives that are only passively secure could be weak when used in certain protocols [139]. This should not be a concern for most authentication primitives as the standard security notion for signatures is existential unforgeability against adaptively-chosen message attacks. However, there is a much wider range of security notions for key establishment primitives so it is necessary to understand their security against adaptively-chosen plaintext and ciphertext attacks. For example, malleable primitives can reveal information about the shared symmetric key (eg. Bleichenbacher’s padding attack against RSA [140]) and key establishment failures can reveal information about the static private key (eg. invalid point attacks against ECDH [141]).



· Lattice-based key establishment primitives can be vulnerable when used with static key pairs.  Decryption failures in NTRUEncrypt lead to a key-recovery attack [142] so it needs to be used with a plaintext-aware padding scheme that blocks these [143]. Similarly, key exchange failures in Peikert’s key encapsulation mechanism mean that for active security it needs to incorporate a key validation step [15]. The Ghosh-Kate and Zhang et al AKEs are shown to be secure against certain types of active attacker, but they may not block all active attacks. For example, the generic attacks against two-pass protocols should still apply [138]. As HIMMO operates as a static-static key exchange there should be very little scope for active attacks.



· Neither of the MQ-based key establishment primitives have been analysed in terms of their active security. Further, the Simple Matrix encryption scheme has a relatively high probability of decryption failure so more study is required to understand if this reveals any information about the private key.



· All of the versions of McEliece encryption considered in Section 3.3.1 are vulnerable to a range of active attacks so must be used with a semantically secure transformation such as [73]. In [84] it is noted that decryption failures in LRPC McEliece can be prevented from leaking information by applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [144].



· The security of the isogeny-based key agreement against active attackers has not been studied, but it is likely that some form of key validation will be necessary.



It may be possible to relax some of the requirements for fully rigorous security proofs, forward security or active security for some niche or restricted use-cases.







Conclusions



We are fortunate that there already exists a good range of primitives to consider against the assessment framework. Some are more established than others, some are more novel but have good efficiency properties; we will need to find the right balance between these for real-world deployment. 



Some preliminary conclusions at this stage of the process are: 



· There are a small set of lattice- and code-based primitives that should be considered in more detail for key establishment. Other primitives seem less certain:

· There has been a loss of confidence in MQ schemes and a move towards Ring LWE.

· Isogeny schemes appear to have good practical properties but more research is needed for a consensus to be established around their security. 



· There is much more choice for authentication schemes, where hash trees, lattices, MQ and coding schemes all look likely to provide secure signature schemes.

· Hash trees look secure but they require re-seeding and are not suitable for all applications.

· Lattices, MQ and coding schemes all look possible for general purpose applications and there are many different proposals to choose from.



· There are several promising new primitives (including isogenies, rank metric coding schemes and HIMMO) that would benefit from more independent academic assessment to build confidence and achieve a consensus on their security features and recommended key lengths. Could we ask academia to help here?



· Formal security reductions, forward security and active security are important for general purpose, widely-used protocols. However it may be possible to relax these requirements for some more restricted or application-specific use-cases.



· More work will be required on key sizes. Many of the “recommendations” in the citations are more like suggestions for further study than concrete proposals for standardization. 



We recommend that after this initial assessment phase is complete the ETSI ISG QSC ISG reduce the list of primitives given above down to a more manageable size. We could then give a more detailed analysis and recommendations for a small number of proposals.
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Appendix A – Classical key size comparison



The tables given here compare the suggested key sizes for the algorithms listed in Section 3, based wherever possible on the author’s suggestions for the 128-bit classical (i.e. not quantum) security level. For the key establishment schemes we list the size of the public key and the length of the message. The message will either be the encrypted symmetric key for encryption schemes or the public key plus any additional fields for key agreements. For the authentication schemes we list the size of the public key and the length of the signature. In both cases we omit the private keys as they can often be compressed by deriving them deterministically from a smaller seed. 



Key establishment



Note: These figures are intended as informal guidance only. They have not been independently validated by QSC ISG and are not endorsed by ETSI.



		Type

		Scheme

		Security

		Public key

		Message

		Comments



		Lattice

		NTRUEncrypt

		128 bits 

		610 bytes

		610 bytes

		[14]



		

		Peikert

		128 bits

		864 bytes

		918 bytes

		[18], Note 1



		

		Zhang et al

		140 bits

		4,096 bytes

		4,224 bytes

		[20], Note 2



		

		Ghosh-Kate

		---

		1,344 bytes

		1,440 bytes

		[21], Note 3



		

		HIMMO

		128 bits

		16 bytes

		---

		[22], Note 4



		MQ

		SimpleMatrix

		100 bits

		5,669,88 bytes

		364 bytes

		[47]



		

		ZHFE

		80 bits

		63,566 bytes

		42 bytes

		[48]



		Code

		McEliece 

		129 bits

		221,646 bytes

		512 bytes

		[78]



		

		Wild McEliece

		128 bits

		89,988 bytes

		535 bytes

		[80], Note 5



		

		MDPC McEliece

		128 bits

		12,142,592 bytes

		2,464 bytes

		[63]



		

		QC-MDPC McEliece

		128 bits

		1,232 bytes

		2,464 bytes

		[63]



		

		LRPC McEliece

		128 bits

		18,610 bytes

		703 bytes

		[86]



		

		DC-LRPC McEliece

		128 bits

		352 bytes

		703 bytes

		[86]



		Isogeny

		Jao-De Feo

		128 bits

		768 bytes

		768 bytes

		[119]







Notes:

1. The message size is for the passively secure key agreement from [15]. The additional field used for key validation in the actively secure agreement would likely lead to a 934 byte message. 

2. These parameters are only for the one-pass authenticated key establishment. There are no suggested 128-bit secure parameters for the two-pass protocol, but the 210-bit secure parameters have a 12,800 byte public key and a 13,056 byte message.

3. Ghosh and Kate state that their parameters offer “high security” but do not give a specific security estimate. The listed public key and message sizes are only for the Ring-LWE component of their hybrid key establishment.

4. These are 128-bit secure parameters where the identifiers are not hashed. The quoted size of the “public key” is the length of the user’s identifier. No additional communication is required to establish a shared symmetric key between a pair of users.

5. These are the 128-bit secure parameters with q=31.



Authentication

	

Note: These figures are intended as informal guidance only. They have not been independently validated by QSC ISG and are not endorsed by ETSI.



		Type

		Scheme

		Security

		Public key

		Signature

		Comments



		Lattice

		Lyubashevsky

		---

		1,664 bytes

		2,560 bytes

		[26], Note 1



		

		NTRU-MLS

		128 bits    

		988 bytes 

		988 bytes

		[28]



		

		Aguilar et al

		128 bits

		1,082 bytes

		1,894 bytes

		[29], Note 2



		

		Güneysu et al

		80 bits

		1,472 bytes

		1,120 bytes

		[30], Note 3



		

		BLISS

		128 bits

		896 bytes

		640 bytes

		[31], Note 4



		

		Ducas et al

		80 bits

		320 bytes

		320 bytes

		[33]



		

		HIMMO

		128 bits

		32 bytes

		---

		[22], Note 5



		MQ

		Quartz

		80 bits

		72,237 bytes

		16 bytes

		[49]



		

		Ding

		123 bits

		142,576 bytes

		21 bytes

		[52]



		

		UOV

		128 bits

		413,145 bytes

		135 bytes

		[56], Note 6



		

		Cyclic-UOV

		128 bits

		60,840 bytes

		135 bytes

		[56], Note 6



		

		Rainbow

		128 bits

		139,363 bytes

		79 bytes

		[56], Note 6



		

		Cyclic-Rainbow

		128 bits

		48,411 bytes

		79 bytes

		[56], Note 6



		Code

		Parallel-CFS

		120 bits

		503,316,480 bytes

		108 bytes

		[92]



		

		Cayrel et al

		128 bits

		10,920 bytes

		47,248 bytes

		[93], Note 7



		

		Cyclic-Cayrel et al

		128 bits

		208 bytes

		47,248 bytes

		[93], Note 7



		

		RankSign

		130 bits

		7,200 bytes

		1,080 bytes

		[97]



		

		Cyclic-RankSign

		130 bits

		3,538 bytes

		1,080 bytes

		[97]



		Hash

		Merkle

		128 bits

		32 bytes

		1,731 bytes

		[104], Note 8



		

		Leighton-Micali

		128 bits

		20 bytes

		668 bytes

		[99], Note 9



		

		XMSS

		256 bits

		64 bytes

		8,392 bytes

		[100], Note 10



		

		SPHINCS

		256 bits

		1,056 bytes

		41,000 bytes

		[112]



		Isogeny

		Jao-Soukharev 

		128 bits

		768 bytes

		1,280 bytes

		[120], Note 11



		

		Sun-Tian-Wang 

		128 bits

		768 bytes

		16 bytes

		[121], Note 12







Notes:

1. These are the parameters that are compatible with the Ring-LWE version of the signature. No specific security estimates are given in [26].

2. These are the 128-bit secure size-optimised parameters.

3. These are the smaller parameters from [30], but the estimate of their security was reduced to 80 bits in [31].

4. These are the 128-bit secure size-optimised parameters and the quoted signature length includes the use of additional compression techniques.

5. These are 128-bit secure parameters where the “public key” is a 256-bit hash of the user’s credentials. No additional communication is required to implicitly authenticate a pair of users.

6. The 128-bit secure parameters for UOV, Cyclic-UOV, Rainbow and Cyclic-Rainbow are all over GF(256).

7. The signature length has been estimated by scaling the communication costs for the identification scheme to give a forgery cost of 128 bits.

8. These are the smallest 128-bit secure parameters with binary trees that allow up to 220 signatures.

9. These are the smallest 128-bit secure parameters that allow up to 220 signatures.

10. These are the smallest 256-bit secure parameters that allow up to 260 signatures.

11. The quoted “signature length” is the length of the commitment sent by the signer during the confirmation and disavowal protocols.

12. This assumes that the signature uses the 128-bit secure parameters for the underlying isogeny-based key agreement [119] together with a 128-bit hash function. 






Appendix B – Quantum key size comparison



The tables given here provide estimated key sizes for the algorithms listed in Section 3 for the 128-bit quantum security level. As in Appendix A, for the key establishment schemes we list the size of the public key and the length of the message and for the authentication schemes we list the size of the public key and the length of the signature. When possible we take the author’s suggested parameters for 128-bits of quantum security. For primitives where these are not available we roughly estimate the key sizes by taking published parameters at appropriate classical security levels and adjusting them using the rules of thumb from Section 4.3.



Key establishment



Note: These figures are intended as informal guidance only. They have not been independently validated by QSC ISG and are not endorsed by ETSI.



		Type

		Scheme

		Security

		Public key

		Message

		Comments



		Lattice

		NTRUEncrypt

		128 bits 

		610 bytes

		610 bytes

		[14], Note 1



		

		Peikert

		128 bits

		1,080 bytes

		1,148 bytes

		[18], Note 2



		

		Zhang et al

		120 bits 

		3,840 bytes 

		3,968 bytes 

		[20], Note 3



		

		Ghosh-Kate

		---

		---

		---

		Note 4



		

		HIMMO

		128 bits

		48 bytes

		---

		[24], Note 5



		MQ

		SimpleMatrix

		100 bits

		5,669,88 bytes

		364 bytes

		[47], Note 6



		

		ZHFE

		80 bits

		63,566 bytes

		42 bytes

		[48], Note 6



		Code

		McEliece 

		131 bits

		1,046,739 bytes

		870 bytes

		[78], Note 7



		

		Wild McEliece

		128 bits

		424,899 bytes

		1,070 bytes

		[80], Note 8



		

		MDPC McEliece

		128 bits

		134,242,305 bytes

		8,193 bytes

		[63], Note 9



		

		QC-MDPC McEliece

		128 bits

		4,097 bytes

		8,193 bytes

		[63], Note 9



		

		LRPC McEliece

		---

		---

		---

		Note 10



		

		DC-LRPC McEliece

		---

		---

		---

		Note 10



		Isogeny

		Jao-De Feo

		128 bits

		1,152 bytes

		1,152 bytes

		[118]







Notes:

1. These are the 128-bit classically secure parameters which [14] suggests also provide 128-bits of quantum security.

2. These are the 160-bit classically secure parameters which [18] suggests provide 128-bits of quantum security.

3. These are the 160-bit classically secure one-pass parameters which the rule of thumb suggests have 120-bits of quantum security. Although they are smaller than the parameters in Section 6.1, the probability of a key agreement failure has increased.

4. The parameters suggested for the Ghosh-Kate AKE do not come with a security estimate.

5. These are the suggested parameters with 256-bit symmetric keys and 384-bit hashed identifiers.

6. Quantum algorithms do not appear to affect the security of the MQ-based key establishment primitives.

7. These are the 263-bit classically secure parameters which should provide 131-bits of quantum security. They are also the parameters in the initial recommendations from the PQCrypto project [4].

8. These are the 128-bit classically secure parameters for q=31 with the length of the code doubled.

9. These are the 256-bit classically secure parameters from [63] which should provide 128-bits of quantum security. The dimension of the code has more than tripled rather than doubling as suggested by the rule of thumb.

10. It is not clear how quantum algorithms will affect the security of rank-based McEliece.






Authentication



Note: These figures are intended as informal guidance only. They have not been independently validated by QSC ISG and are not endorsed by ETSI.



		Type

		Scheme

		Security

		Public key

		Signature

		Comments



		Lattice

		Lyubashevsky

		----

		----

		---

		Note 1



		

		NTRU-MLS

		128 bits

		1,138 bytes

		1,138 bytes

		[28], Note 2



		

		Aguilar et al

		120 bits

		1,238 bytes

		2,100 bytes

		[29], Note 3



		

		Güneysu et al

		128 bits

		2,300 bytes

		1,800 bytes

		[30], Note 4



		

		BLISS

		120 bits

		896 bytes

		768 bytes

		[31], Note 5



		

		Ducas et al

		128 bits 

		580 bytes

		580 bytes

		[33], Note 6



		

		HIMMO

		128 bits

		48 bytes

		---

		[24], Note 7



		MQ

		Quartz

		80 bits

		577,896 bytes

		32 bytes

		[49], Note 8



		

		Ding

		123 bits

		1,140,608 bytes

		42 bytes

		[52], Note 8



		

		UOV

		128 bits

		413,145 bytes

		135 bytes

		[56], Note 9



		

		Cyclic-UOV

		128 bits

		60,840 bytes

		135 bytes

		[56], Note 9



		

		Rainbow

		128 bits

		139,363 bytes

		79 bytes

		[56], Note 9



		

		Cyclic-Rainbow

		128 bits

		48,411 bytes

		79 bytes

		[56], Note 9



		Code

		Parallel-CFS

		120 bits

		2,013,265,920 bytes

		216 bytes

		[92], Note 10



		

		Cayrel et al

		128 bits

		43,680 bytes

		94,496 bytes

		[93], Note 10



		

		Cyclic-Cayrel et al

		128 bits

		416 bytes

		94,496 bytes

		[93], Note 10



		

		RankSign

		---

		---

		---

		Note 11



		

		Cyclic-RankSign

		---

		---

		---

		Note 11



		Hash

		Merkle

		128 bits

		32 bytes

		1,731 bytes

		[104], Note 12



		

		Leighton-Micali

		128 bits

		34 bytes

		1,740 bytes

		[99], Note 13



		

		XMSS

		128 bits

		64 bytes

		8,392 bytes

		[100], Note 14



		

		SPHINCS

		128 bits

		1,056 bytes

		41,000 bytes

		[112]



		Isogeny

		Jao-Soukharev 

		128 bits

		1,152 bytes

		1,152 bytes

		[120]



		

		Sun-Tian-Wang 

		128 bits

		1,152 bytes

		32 bytes

		[121], Note 15







Notes:

1. The parameters for Lyubashevksy’s signature given in [26] do not come with security estimates.

2. These are the 128-bit classically secure parameters scaled up by a third according to the rule of thumb for lattice-based primitives.

3. These are the 160-bit classically secure size-optimised parameters which the lattice-based rule of thumb suggests provide 120-bits of quantum security.

4. These are extrapolated from the 80- and 256-bit classically secure parameters which the lattice-based rule of thumb suggests should provide 60- and 192-bits of quantum security.

5. These are the 160-bit classically secure size-optimised parameters which the lattice-based rule of thumb suggests provide 120-bits of quantum security.

6. These are extrapolated from the 80- and 192-bit classically secure parameters which the lattice-based rule of thumb suggests should provide 60- and 144-bits of quantum security.

7. These are the suggested parameters with 256-bit symmetric keys and 384-bit hashed credentials.

8. The rule of thumb for small MQ systems suggests that to maintain the level of security for Quartz and Gui the signature length should double and the public key should increase by a factor of 8.

9. The rule of thumb for large MQ systems suggests that no changes are needed for the UOV and Rainbow signatures.

10. The rule of thumb for code-based primitives suggests that the signature lengths for Parallel-CFS and unstructured Cayrel et al should double and the public key sizes should quadruple whereas for cyclic Cayrel et al both should double.

11. It is not clear how quantum algorithms will affect the security of RankSign.

12. The rule of thumb is that no changes are needed for hash-based signatures whose security is based on the collision resistance of the hash function.

13. These are the smallest parameters with 128-bits of quantum security that allow up to 220 signatures.

14. These are the smallest parameters with 128-bits of quantum security that allow up to 260 signatures.

15. This assumes that the signature uses the 128-bit quantum secure parameters for the underlying isogeny-based key agreement [119] together with a 256-bit hash function. 
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